LOTAME CASE STUDY

ASK FOR WHAT YOU WANT
FROM TECH — AND GET IT
APAC: Hong Kong | Ecommerce | Monetization Strategies | Data Tech

What do consumers really think and buy? No one knows better than Networld, the leading online publisher of
thousands of discussion and price-comparison/ecommerce forums in Hong Kong. Discuss, Uwants, and Price
capture conversations and intent around a range of topics, from news and entertainment to electronics and
finance, cars and lifestyle.
Networld’s consumer intelligence is exactly what major brands in Hong Kong need to connect meaningfully with
potential customers. This sophisticated tech company needed an equally advanced data tech infrastructure to
help capitalize on their rich data assets while providing value to their hyper-engaged audience.

DEFINING THE SEARCH FOR
FLEXIBLE DATA TECH
Unlike other media companies, Networld was clear from the outset on
precisely what they needed. This institutional knowledge came from an
ambitious and skilled in-house team that set out to build their own data
tech solution first. Data collection across its three sites and monetization
capabilities were primary goals as were creating pathways to various
integration channels.
Despite some success, Networld sought a data tech partner to accelerate
their market entrance as an advanced data partner to enterprise brands.
Flexibility was a top priority, as Networld learned from its own build, as was
open relationships with leading activation channels such as Google’s DFP
and DV360. As a tech company, retaining their data independence — not
being beholden or handicapped by a burdensome tech stack — was also
defining criteria.
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TWO INDEPENDENTS
FIND EACH OTHER
To tech stack or not to tech stack? That was the question facing Networld’s
small and nimble team. From their own build experience, they were
skeptical a one-size-fits-all approach would meet their unique multi-site
needs. Networld chose three leading partners in the region to evaluate.
After six months of testing, Lotame’s data tech solutions emerged as the
clear winner. Why? Networld had a lot of detailed questions about flexibility
and extensibility of the data tech, based on its own experience building.
Lotame’s advanced tech and deep bench of experience proved a perfect
fit for Networld’s needs. High-touch customer service responded rapidly to
Networld to provide the support and partnership an agile team expected.
Lotame’s independence and openness to work collaboratively appealed to
Networld, who wanted to integrate its own solutions to advance automation
and increase the small team’s speed to market.

OWNING THE OUTCOME WITH APIs
Lotame’s flexible data tech solutions and APIs gave Networld the flexibility
they needed to move fast on direct sold or programmatic opportunities.
Data Collection
With thousands of behavioral and transactional data populating their websites and apps on
a daily basis, Networld needed to collect and curate this valuable information fast. Lotame’s
API enabled them to collect and organize that data on a more granular level across all their
properties.
Behavioral Categorization
Once collected, Networld used the API to power its in-house analysis and automate behavior
categorization, a previously time-consuming exercise prone to human error.
Audience Building
Networld automated its audience creation for particular segments so that Ad Ops can activate
whenever they need. This eliminated on-demand and ad hoc requests that couldn’t be fulfilled
due to low audience threshold.
Campaign Activation & Optimization
Strong relationships define Lotame, and Networld leveraged them to great effect. Lotame’s
partnerships and integrations with every major advertising, technology, and marketing platform
gave Networld the freedom to choose where and how to activate their data in campaigns.
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RESULTS
Cost-Efficient
Without the overhead costs of an inflexible tech stack, Networld can
operate leaner and faster than ever. The team now spends only 15
minutes a day on audience management thanks to Lotame tech.

More Ways To Monetize
Lotame’s extensible data tech and APIs enable Networld to seize
every monetizable moment for direct sold and programmatic deals.
Plus, Networld can easily package and sell its audiences on Lotame
Data Exchange and Private Data Exchange marketplaces.

Building Brand Awareness And Intent
Integrations with every major DSP means Networld can deliver on
the high demand for its high-quality audiences to new enterprise
clients and existing ones.

Lotame’s Customer Success team made us feel valued and heard from
day one. Our questions are answered quickly and they’re proactive
about providing solutions to make the data tech work for our direct and
programmatic selling. Lotame’s powerful APIs have allowed us to bring
together two businesses for data activation and monetization.”
Patrick Ng
Head of Data, Networld

Want similar results for your business? Get in touch! info@lotame.com
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